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California Wine Tours – Enjoy Some of 
the Greatest Vineyards in the Country  

Wine tours in Santa Barbara offer the perfect combination 

of exotic scenery, breathtaking natural beauty, and 

delectable cuisine for wine lovers that come here from 

around the globe.  

A Plethora of Activities for Travelers of 

All Ages 

Tasting chardonnay is not the only attraction when it comes 

to wine tours in Santa Barbara. Guided California wine tours 

guarantee an amazing experience both for nature lovers and wine connoisseurs, as they can not only 

firsthand experience the process of winemaking but also relish the ethereal beauty of the surroundings.   

Several guided wine tours in Santa Barbara come with a choice of luxurious amenities including staple 

wine tasting sessions, dinner parties with live music, hay wagon rides, horseback riding, lunches, themed 

western parties, barbecues, and kayaking trips that take the experience to an entirely different level. 

With comfortable transportation also available for large groups, more and more people are opening up 

to the possibility of an enriching, countryside vacation while learning everything about winemaking on 

the way!  

A Chance to Explore the Rich History of California  
California wine tours offer timeless luxury with a touch of class that is evident in its traditional vineyards. 

Be it the Foley Estates Vineyard and Winery where visitors can watch the finest quality of Chardonnay 

and Pinot Noir wine being prepared or the Alma Rosa vineyards which offer a firsthand experience of 

sustainable, organic farming, Santa Barbara wine tours guarantee a versatile escapade that is unlike any 

other. Plus, one simply cannot forget the carnal pleasures the region offers with its hearty cuisine 

comprising of centuries-old recipes that are tantalizing to the core.  

An Escape into the True Heaven on Earth  
The scenic beauty of the Santa Ynez valley draws you in at the first glance because of its lush green 

surroundings and traditional countryside allure. A lot of people opt for a customized Santa Barbara wine 

tour featuring the highlights of the valley including the Cold Spring Tavern and Trattoria Grappolo to 

enjoy the best of California even in limited time and create memories that last a lifetime. For those 
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craving for zesty servings of wine, fresh and natural organic recipes and a rich, educational experience of 

the traditional wine making process, a Santa Barbara wine tour is the best choice!  

There is no end to the sprawling vineries and vineyards across California, and it is aptly titled home to 

some of the most breathtaking scenic locations on the world map. The list of visual delights during the 

tour goes on and on – you can sample exotic wine, travel through flower fields and walnut orchards, visit 

traditional vineyards and organic farms and enjoy the picturesque surroundings with your near and dear 

ones! 

Choose a Custom Santa Barbara Wine Tour for Memorable Experience   
Let Captain Jack Tours customize the event of your dreams and take care of everything from lodging to 

travel on your exotic journey. Give Captain Jack Tours a call at (805) 564-1819 to learn more about the 

custom packages for wine tours in Santa Barbara according to the size of your group and budget 

specifications.  
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